A general iterative inversion algorithm based on first-order functional sensitivity analysis and Tikhonov regularization is extended for the determination of diabatic coupling potentials from inelastic scattering data. For simplicity, the two-state case is presented here, and it is assumed that the (diagonal) diabatic potentials are known. "Noisy" and "noise-free" numerically simulated data, calculated from model potentials for He + + Ne and Li + I, are used to illustrate the method. Various coupling potential trial functions are used, ranging from a constant multiple of the model to a step function. For most cases, the important regions of the coupling potential (i.e., those regions which are most sensitive to the inelastic scattering data, including the region of crossing) are recovered to high precision within four to seven iterations. Those cases which show a small range for convergence may indicate a limit of the present algorithm, based solely on first-order functional derivatives, and the need to extend it to include higher-order terms.
I. INTRODUCTION
Nonadiabatic electronic transitions, which arise from a breakdown of the Born-Oppenheimer approximation, play an important role in a wide variety of chemical and physical phenomena, including spectroscopic processes, charge exchange collisions, surface physics, and some processes in biological systems. I The nonadiabatic couplings between electronic and nuclear degrees of freedom naturally play a central role in the dynamics of such transitions. Unfortunately, it is usually difficult to perform ab initio calculations to determine the coupling strength between corresponding potential energy surfaces. In addition to the usual difficulties encountered when obtaining the electronic quantities and energies to acceptable accuracies, the matrix elements (alataq il.B> and (alazlaq;l. B> must be evaluated, where q i is the ith internal nuclear coordinate, for the nonadiabatic coupling between two different electronic states a and f3. The evaluation of these matrix elements (e.g., by finite difference methods) is normally computationally expensive, especially for multichannel cases, and is often plagued by numerical inaccuracies.
2 Hence, the development of an algorithm which could construct the coupling potential if the other potential surfaces were known would be of interest. In this paper, we propose a method for determining diabatic coupling potentials from inelastic scattering data, using the inversion algorithm of Ho and Rabitz. 3 This method is based on the Tikhonov regularization procedure for ill-posed problems, and has recently proven to be quite successful for potential determination using data from elastic atom-atom scattering, 3 gas-surface scattering, and molecular vibration spectroscopy.4 It should be noted that a semiclassical inversion method for recovering the coupling potential from inelastic differential cross section data at a fixed energy exists for the two-state case. However, the algorithm proposed by Child and Gerbef is limited in its application, e.g., to scattering by potentials which are purely repulsive at distances less than the curve crossing point.
Here, we consider as case studies the following two-state curve crossing problems. The first is the He + + Ne system, which was also chosen by Child and Gerber to illustrate their inversion algorithm, and for which the (forward) functional sensitivity densities of the total cross sections were recently calculated for various energies. 6 The second is the Li + I system, which is representative of charge exchange collisions, and, hence, requires special attention due to the presence of the Coulombic interaction. In both cases, the energy is fixed, and a finite number of simulated, inelastic differential cross section data points is used to construct the potential. Our ultimate goal is not only to go beyond the semiclassical treatment in the two-state case, but also to make the inversion method feasible for general multilevel curve crossing problems. In a separate paper, we plan to extend the method described here to the recovery of the full diabatic potential matrix. The rest of this paper is organized as follows: In Sec. II A, some of the relevant theory for inelastic scattering is summarized. It is presented for completeness and clarity, and serves to introduce the notation used throughout this paper, since notations and boundary conditions were found to vary widely in the references cited. In Sec. II B, the forward sensitivity analysis for differential cross sections is given, and in Sec. II C, the inversion algorithm is presented. In Sec. III, the results for the He + + Ne system are given and compared with those of the semiclassical method. In Sec. IV, the results from the Li + I system are presented, and finally, in Sec. V, a brief summary with relevant conclusions is given.
II. THEORY A. Coupled-channel Schrodinger equation
The standard multichannel model, which can be used to describe the two-state systems of interest here, combined with a partial wave expansion of the scattering functions, leads to the following set of close-coupled equations:
where VICr) is the solution matrix, VCr) is the diabatic potential matrix with coupling potentials VijCr) = VjiCr) ( 
/L is the reduced mass of the system, E is the total energy, and Zie and Z; e are the charges of the species in the ith channel. In matrix form, the close-coupled equations become
where I is the identity matrix and
In practice, Eq. (4) is solved, e.g., by virtue of the renormalized Numerov method 9 to obtain standing wave solutions. The asymptotic condition imposed on VICr) is given by
where KI is the reaction matrix, and iCr) and NICr) are diagonal matrices with elements
For open channels, F;C 71i ,kir) and Glc 71i ,kir) are the regular and irregular Coulomb functions,1O respectively. If 71i =0 (non-Coulomb system), F;C 71i ,kir) and G;C 71i ,kir) reduce to the Ricatti-Bessel and Ricatti-Neumann functions, respectively. The outgoing (+) and incoming (-) solutions to the close-coupled radial equations are related to the standing wave solutions by (8) and obey the following asymptotic relation: (9) where S;I is an element of the scattering matrix Sl, related to the reaction matrix KI by where the kernel K:~ j' C e, r), or functional sensitivity density, is given by
with Re denoting the real part of the argument and * representing the complex conjugate, and where
The functional sensitivity density 8Si/8V i ,j'Cr) can be derived by first considering the functional change of the wave function 8U;!Cr), which obeys the equation
and satisfies the boundary condition J. Chern. Phys., Vol. 101, No.3, 1 August 1994 
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where 1m denotes the imaginary part of the argument.
c. Regularized iterative inversion
The inversion algorithm described below assumes that good experimental data for the inelastic differential cross sections lTI2«(J) are available, and that the (diabatic) potential functionalities V II (r) and V 22 (r) are known. The procedure is new for curve crossing, and, in the examples that follow, simulated data wiII be used as a test. The first step in the inversion scheme is to choose a reference coupling potential v?2(r). Next, the close-coupled equations are solved, as described above, to obtain approximate differential cross sections a?Z<(J) and functional sensitivity densities
K«(J,r)=8u?2«(J)18v?2(r).
At this point, it is often necessary to rescale the kernel K( (J,r) by introducing radial W r and angular w (} weight functions as follows:
oud(J) = fo"" K«(J,r)8Vdr)w r dr. Typical choices for weight functions include W 0= sine 8) and W r = r2 or W r = e -r. If the asymptotic form of the coupling potential is known, as is the case for some important classes of nonadiabatic transitions, 1 the radial weight function W r may be given that form to ensure proper behavior of the potential in the asymptotic region. This is particularly desirable when the data being used is relatively insensitive to the potential Vij(r) at large r.
----------------------------------
To ensure that a smooth potential is recovered, a derivative constraint of order n may be imposed on Eq. (21c). This has the effect of smoothing highly oscillatory kernels which, when used for inversion, might otherwise give rise to potentials which are physically unreasonable. After integration by parts n times, Eq. (21c) becomes
where (23) with 
where all values are expressed in atomic units. The diabatic curves for VII (r) and V 22 (r) are shown in Fig. 1 Fig. 3 . 2.5 \.
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The sensitivity densities for both energies considered are quite oscillatory, suggesting that a moderate to high derivative constraint (n =4 or higher) should be used to smooth the kernel for inversion. The most prominent feature of K(r, e) at both energies is a large peak centered roughly at e=40 deg for £=0.919 a.u. and at e=15 deg for £=2.606 a.u. (corresponding approximately to the angular positions of the largest peaks in each respective differential cross section), and at r=2.02 a.u. for both energies (the crossing point). For £=0.919 a.u., the magnitude of the sensitivity densities becomes quite small for angles greater than 120 deg, and is negligible for angles less than approximately 20 deg [roughly in proportion to the magnitude of ude)]. Hence, only differential cross sections from approximately fJ= 15 to e= 120 deg are useful for purposes of inversion. In addition, the sensitivity densities at all angles for distances less than r= 1.6 a.u. are nearly zero. Thus, it is expected that the recovered coupling potential may not be accurate for r<1.6 a.u. Similar trends and conclusions apply for E=2.606 a.u.
B. The recovered potential
For the determination of the coupling potential, we focused on three variables: the radial weight function W r [in all cases, the angular weight function was set to W 0= sin( fJ)], the order of the derivative constraint n, as defined in Eq. (22), and the choice of starting reference potential v? 2 ( r). Two otherwise identical calculations were run at energies of 0.919 ,and 2.606 a.u. Since the inversion results were nearly identical, and since the kernel at the lower energy appeared to have a richer structure, all subsequent calculations were only performed for the lower energy. In addition, noise was added to the numerically simulated cross section data to approximate random errors in laboratory measurements, assuming a normal distribution, for ±5% at the 95% confidence limit. The order of the derivative constraint n should be chosen such that a smooth potential is recovered. However, n should not be so large as to destroy the geometric shape of the original kernel K[Ol( O,r) , or to unnecessarily add to the overall computational expense; only the very high-frequency oscillations in K[Ol( e,r) should be smoothed out. It was found by numerical testing that a value of n =4 fits the above criteria nicely. However, two other values of n were also " " " " " " " " " --" " ' : . : , : . :: : : : 12 (r) and using data with up to ~% error for the inversion. Refer to Fig. 4 for fonts.
tested, n =2 and n =6, and both choices supported successful inversions. Four different starting reference potentials v?2(r) were tested, using W r = e -rand n =4: three with exponential forms, two smaller [v?2(r) Figs. 4 and 5, respectively, and show that the successful recovery of the coupling potential in the region of crossing is nearly independent of the choice of v?2(r). The results for the first and third cases are similar to those for the second, as shown in Fig. 4 , and have been omitted for the sake of brevity. For this system, all four choices of v?2(r) yield recovered potentials whose absolute values agree well with the model potential from a range of r = 1.6 to at least r=2.3 a.u., with the poorest agreement coming, not surprisingly, from the choice v?2(r) set equal to a step function.
Noise was added to the cross sections to simulate experimental errors up to approximately ±5%, and an inversion was carried out using v?2(r) = 0.8*Vdr), n=4, and W r = e -r. The recovered potential is shown in Fig. 6, and shows reasonably good agreement with the model potential, as before, from around r= 1.6 to r=2.3 a.u.
In all cases described above, the initial guesses for v?2(r) yielded cross sections dfz<e) that, on average, differed from those produced using Vdr), adO) by 3% to 5%. The recovered differential cross sections (those obtained by the method described in Sec. I A, using the recovered potentials) converged within four iterations to within 0.05% of the model ad8).
C. Comparison with the semiclassical method of Child and Gerber
The inversion method of Child and Gerber was a semiclassical technique that involved two steps: In the first step, S~2 was obtained from the differential cross sections O'de), and in the second step the coupling potential V I2 (r) was recovered from sb. Despite some severe limitations, the method proved to be reasonably accurate in recovering the coupling potential for He + + Ne, with results reported for the range 2.3~r~1.55 a.u. (similar to the reliable range of the inversion reported here); the maximum error at any given point being 5.8%, with the average at 3.1 %.5
Many of the limitations inherent in the semiclassical method are overcome in the regularized, iterative method described in this paper: For the semiclassical approximation made by Child and Gerber to be valid, the situation must involve at least 60 significant partial waves;5 in the close coupling approach used here, no such limitation exists. The restriction to purely repulsive potentials likewise does not apply to the method of Ho and Rabitz. In addition, the coupling potential recovered by the semiclassical method is only piecewise continuous, whereas that reported here is fully continuous, and there is no significant improvement in accuracy at the critical region around r=2.02 a.u., the region of crossing, as is the case in our method. One possible advantage the semiclassical method possesses is that no initial guess for the potential is used. However, as was demonstrated by the use of a step function, recovery of the coupling potential is not strongly dependent on this choice, so long as the functional response to changes in the initial choice of (J"12(fJ) is largely first order. Also, the fact that two steps are used in the semiclassical inversion algorithm may increase computational costs and serve to magnify any errors initially present or from the first inversion step, as one goes from O"de) to sb to V I2 (r).
In reality, both methods were highly successful in recovering the coupling potential from differential cross sections for the He + + Ne system. However, the semiclassical method could only be applied to a handful of other systems. The ultimate measure of success for the method described here will be determined by the number and variety of systems to which it can be applied, and toward that end we now discuss its application to the Li + I system.
IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION FOR Li+l

A. Potential functionalities and forward functional sensitivity densities
The model potential of Faist and Levine was used to determine O"12(e) and K( e, r) for the Li+ I system. The functional forms for the diabatic potentials are given bylS -46.5111r 4 -0.823/r6-5.3703/r7 + 2.326, (29b) Vdr) = 17 . 08e-0.8608r, (29c) where r is in A and E is in e V. To minimize the computational expense due to the number of significant partial waves which must be included, all calculations were run at an energy of 2.336 eV, or just 0.01 eV above the threshold energy. The diabatic curves for VII (r) and V 22 (r) are shown in Fig. 7 .
As before, O"12(e) and K( e,r) were evaluated in the manner described in Secs. II A and II B. The necessary Coulomb functions were evaluated by Steed's method, based on continued-fraction expansions of the quantities F' / F and (G' + F')/( G + iF), as defined in Eqs. (7a) and (7b). 16 The kernel for this system is highly oscillatory, and shows a rather large region of sensitivity, from at least r=6 to well beyond r= 18 a.u. The large size of this region is expected due to the strength of the coupling in the Li + I system, and is typical for charge exchange collisions. This region is, as expected, roughly centered around r= 11. 75 a.u., the crossing point. 
B. The recovered potential
In attempting to recover the coupling potential, starting with initial guesses v?z(r) set equal to constants multiplied by the model V I2 (r), it was found that the algorithm would only converge if v?2(r) differed from V1z(r) by 5% or less. The results from one inversion, using v?z(r) = O.95*V I2 (r) , are shown in Fig. 8 . As could have been anticipated, due to the large region of sensitivity for this system, the recovered coupling potential was in excellent agreement with the model V I2 (r) over a large range; well before r=5 to well after r= 15 a.u. (essentially the entire range where recovery was attempted).
The narrow range of v?z(r) that allowed for successful recovery of the coupling potential can probably be explained by considering a?2«(J). For v?2(r) differing from Vdr) by just 5% [v?2(r) = 0.95*V I2 (r) ], the corresponding a?2(fJ) differed, on average, from ud(J) by more than 4200%! Even so, the algorithm converged in seven iterations, such that the recovered differential cross section was within 0.08% of UI2«(J). Deviations of v?z(r) from V1z(r) which are more than 5% probably bring the system too far beyond the regime governed by first-order functional responses to allow for convergence to an acceptable solution. An alternative explanation may be found by asking whether or not differential cross section data are sufficient to recover a unique, physically acceptable coupling potential in a system where one or more of the (diagonal) diabatic potentials possess a deep well which supports many bound states. If the scattering data are not sufficient in this case, additional information, such as from spectroscopy, may need to be incorporated into the algorithm in order to obtain a. successful inversion.
Within the narrow window of convergence for choice of v?z(r), the choices of the order of derivative constraint n and angular weight function W (J were investigated and found, as for the He + + Ne system, to be of minimal consequence for obtaining a successful inversion. The results shown in Fig. 8 used n=6 , w(J=lIuu«(J) , and wr=rz. In addition, the choice W r = r2 was used throughout the above calculations, in contrast with the choice wr=e-r used for the He++Ne system.
V. SUMMARY
In this paper, we have shown that the regularized inversion algorithm of Ho and Rabitz can be successfully applied to recover coupling potentials from differential cross section information. The results for the He + + Ne system indicate that the algorithm is at least as successful as the semiclassical method of Child and Gerber. However, it does not suffer from the severe limitations of the older method. The successful recovery of V1Z(r) from use of "noisy" data is a positive indication that this algorithm can be implemented to recover coupling potentials from good laboratory data. The somewhat qualified success for the Li + I system indicates the existence of a limit to which such an algorithm based solely on first-order functional sensitivity analysis and/or differential cross section data can be applied. This study was the first application of this algorithm for inversion from scattering data to a system with a deep well, in addition to its first application to a Coulombic system. Such systems often require the inclusion of thousands of partial waves (550 significant partial waves were needed for the Li + I system at E=2.336 eV), and computational expense becomes an important consideration. Nevertheless, given the importance of charge exchange collisions, further investigation, such as to the inclusion of second-order corrections in the determination of 8Vdr), could prove to be worthwhile.
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